
Texturing assigning 

The step here is probably a bit complicated to all of you but as long you’re willing to 

learn, there’s possible it can become easy. This part will be cover about:  

• Putting material ID on polygon 

• Assign material to model 

• Simple UVW 

Now the first one, we need to put material ID on each polygon of the model. This will 

help on texturing process 

For this model, I divided into 4 parts: 

 

Each part I will assign with “MATERIAL ID”. In order to do this, go Select “ + “ on 

“editable mesh” and then go into “polygon”. Try scroll down and you will find the 

“Surface Properties” section: 



 

Select polygon at your model at part 1: 

 



 And then type in “Select ID” as “ 1 “ 

 

Now select at part 2 polygon and do type in “Select ID” as “ 2 “. Example: 

 

Part 3, Example: 

 

Do continue it to another part and apply the same technique. 



After you have finish assigning all the Material ID, you can start by putting your 

favorite texture. 

To do this, click at “Material Editor”: 

 

A new Material Window will appear: 

 

Now click at the “Multi/Sub-Object” and drag it into first Grey Sphere Slot. Example: 



 

Then double click at “Material #5..” sphere and it will appear such this: 



  

Now Double click at the docker which just appear and it will appear such this: 

 



Here is where we assign the texture base from Material ID we use. In example, the 

spaceship model got 4 parts of material ID, so we only limit the slot number to 4: 

 

 

After that click at “None” slot at ID 1 and select “Standard” for shader 

 

Now new docker just appears, we need to assign bitmap on it. So click at “+maps” at 

the left side of window and drag “Bitmap” to docker window. 



 

You may need to choose your texture. After that you need to connect the point to 

“diffuse color” by dragging it; 

 



You may need to slight modify the setting. Double-click at the bitmap docker, 

uncheck the use of “real-world scale” and set tilling for both to 1.0; 

 

Now you’re done on one ID. You can repeat the step for ID number 2, 3 and so on. In 

the end you will get this result: 



 



Unselect your model, and then you need to drag the “01-default” material to your 

model. 

 

You will see nothing until you do this step by clicking “show shaded material in 

viewport” by each docking click. 

 



You will see slight change of color on your model, but it appears is like none change. 

It is because the model doesn’t have proper UVW assign. 

 

The next procedure is how to apply simple UVW into your model. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


